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Executive Summary 
The Proposal at 3 Benview Avenue, Orange is located on the northern side of the street at the western end – adjacent to Hill St. It is 
located on the Northern boundary of the Bletchington Heritage Conservation Area (HCA), adopted by Orange City Council (OCC) to 
include the northern side of Benview Avenue in 2022. 
 
The builder of the original house is unknown; however, it is thought to have been built c1950’s / 1960’s in the post-war style. The 
house, consistent with the post-war period was constructed from economic materials available at the time including single skin red wire 
cut bricks and painted concrete tiles. The house sits elevated on brick piers with timber floor construction. Entry is via a small porch 
into living spaces with low ceilings. The dwellings use has remained as a residential and rental property. 
 
This SOHI in conjunction with the SOEE has been prepared to assist local planners in determining the heritage significance of the 
existing residence, along with understanding the existing site conditions, its context and the minimal impact the replacement of this 
dwelling will have on the experience of the varied patchwork of different styles in the Bletchington HCA. We must prioritise which 
examples of heritage are significant, and worth keeping and those that are not – and allow opportunity to provide a better alternative. 
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The Proposal 
The proposed project at 3 Benview Avenue, Orange details the replacement of an existing 2-bedroom, red brick dwelling with a 5-
bedroom dwelling. Associated sheds and minor vegetation are to be removed as part of the proposal, protecting mature vegetation in the 
process. The proposed dwelling has been architecturally designed in accordance with NSW infill design criteria to respect the existing 
heritage context and improve amenity for all stakeholders. Consideration of street edges, residential grain, setbacks, scale, the condition 
of the existing building fabric and providing a modern, well-designed home for the clients have informed the proposal to replace the 
existing dwelling.  
 
Genuine investment has been made to design and provide a quality infill home that can positively contributing to the “Heritage 
patchwork” synonymous with the Bletchington Heritage Conservation Area. 
 

 

 
Heritage Significance 
3 Benview is located at the northern boundary of the Bletchington HCA. An area listed as being of local heritage due to its patchwork of 
early Federation and Interwar buildings that occur in significant groups within the broader residential character. The existing dwelling at 3 
Benview is constructed in the post-war style. This style of construction is a relatively ubiquitous dwelling in the Bletchington HCA along 
with Orange and NSW more broadly. Several examples of the post-war dwellings can be found on Benview Avenue amongst styles from 
c1920s to more modern developments built in the 2000’s. The existing dwelling is not considered to be an outstanding or significant 
example of the post-war style. 
Visible features of the existing dwelling include: 

Original Features Un-original Features 
Single skin red brick (typically double brick) Windows have been replaced 
Painted concrete roof tiles (not terracotta) Cream painted foundation masonry 
Street facing brick chimney (relatively modest in scale & detail) Infill undercover pergolas to the north 
Curved concrete entry canopy  
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Local Heritage Assessment Criteria 
3 Benview exists within the Bletchington Heritage Conservation Area and is not listed as locally or state significant. The below table 
assesses the existing dwelling against the NSW Heritage Criteria, demonstrating the existing dwelling does not meet the threshold of 
possessing significant local heritage value and therefore should not be considered as such. 
 

Criterion (a) 
An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s 
cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history 
of the local area); 

Is not deemed to singularly or collectively demonstrably 
exhibit importance in the course or pattern of Orange’s 
cultural or natural history. 

Criterion (b) 
An item has strong or special association with the life or 
works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 
NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural 
history of the local area); 

There is no documented group or persons who have been 
associated with the dwelling. 

Criterion (c) 
An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic 
characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical 
achievement in NSW (or the local area); 

• The guidelines for inclusion: 
o  Shows or is associated with, creative or technical 

innovation or achievement > Dominant brick 
chimney, Painted Concrete tile hipped roof, 
open entry terrace and curved flat concrete 
entry canopy do not qualify as creative or 
technical innovation or achievement as it is a 
universal construction methodology & detail 
to many local dwellings. No attempt has 
been made by the heritage report to suggest 
or demonstrate why these typical details 
should be considered to qualify under this 
inclusion. 

o Is the inspiration for a creative or technical 
innovation or achievement > There is nothing 
to suggest the dwelling has served as 
inspiration for a creative or technical 
achievement this dwelling should not be 
considered to qualify under this inclusion. 

o Is aesthetically distinctive > A ubiquitous & 
universal post-war cottage style not unique 
to the local area or state. Has no defining 
architectural or aesthetically rare features to 
qualify it under this inclusion. 

o Has landmark qualities > No landmark 
qualities are observable or have been 
described in the heritage report. 

o Exemplifies a particular taste, style, or technology 
> A poorly built example of a common post-
war cottage with no unique taste, style or 
technology is observed or has been described. 

• Guidelines for Exclusion 
o Is not a major work by an important designer or 

artist > No record of relevant, or important 
designer has been identified in the report. 

o Has lost its design or technical rarity > All 
windows are not original, foundation 
blockwork painting un-original & poor 
build quality has diminished any technical 
rarity. 
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o Has only a loose association with a creative or 
technical achievement > No significant 
association with a creative or technical 
achievement is observable or has been 
identified. 

 
Criterion (d) 
An item has strong or special association with a 
particular community or cultural group in NSW (or the 
local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons; 

Is not deemed to demonstrably exhibit any strong or special 
association with a particular local community group for any 
reason. 

Criterion (e) 
An item has potential to yield information that will 
contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or 
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the 
local area); 

A common post-war bungalow with no defining features and 
poor build quality that does not qualify to contribute further 
information to the local cultural or natural history of Orange. 

Criterion (f) 
An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects 
of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or 
natural history of the local area); 

Does not meet any definition of a rare or particularly 
significant, or endangered aspect of local cultural or natural 
history. 

Criterion (g) 
An item is important in demonstrating the principal 
characteristics of a class of NSW’s 
• cultural or natural places; or 
• cultural or natural environments. 
(or a class of the local area’s 
• cultural or natural places; or 
• cultural or natural environments.) 

Does not demonstrably meet any of the principle 
characteristics of local class significance. 

 
3 Benview is not listed as locally significant heritage item as it does not meet the threshold of a Cultural, Social, Technical or Historical 
example of heritage. There are no items of local or state heritage on Benview Ave or within a 300m radius as shown on the map below. 
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Proposed Impact 
The proposal seeks to replace the existing dwelling and the associated outbuildings with a new dwelling appropriate for a modern family. 
The impact of the proposal is deemed to be minimal in relation to the Bletchington HCA character and the expression of the streetscape 
by virtue of replacing the dwelling with an increased street setback, sympathetic and complimentary material palette, and a simple gabled 
roof line, which is commonplace in the street. The post-war bungalow style is ubiquitous in Orange and examples can be found in the 
Bletchington HCA. The existing dwelling, whilst built in the post-war style of the 1950’s is not a significant, or exemplary instance of the 
style.  

 
The existing dwelling has many un-original features and is in a poor condition as detailed in the supporting reports. The proposal seeks to 
build a home of high quality and amenity that has a positive contribution to urban living in the city of Orange. 

 
Mitigation of Impacts 
The proposed design has taken many of the design cues from the original house and the surrounding streetscape. Impact has been 
mitigated and outcomes improved by: 

 
- Maintaining existing floor level of the existing dwelling 
- Maintaining a single-story form 
- Height of the dwelling follows the general slope of the street  
- Utilising the existing fall of the site to incorporate carparking seamlessly into the form vs a bulky standalone garage 
- Significantly increasing the setback of the dwelling 
- Subtle curves of existing concrete canopy and its radius have been incorporated into the propped design 
- Increasing access to views to the Canobolas ranges for adjacent dwellings through incorporation of southern terraces 
- Landscaping terracing & horizontal garden beds to maintain and improve garden and green space curtilage 
- Protection of major tree to the north. 
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Viable Alternatives 
Alternatives were explored with the client initially to assess options whereby all or some of the existing dwelling could be kept. For the 
reasons outlined below these were not feasible and the outcome would result in a negative outcome for streetscape, adjacent dwellings, 
broader heritage appreciation and the clients: 

 
- Orientation and layout of current footprint meant an extension to the north reducing usable green space, removal of mature 

tree specimen, major overshadowing of neighbours or drainage issues.  
- Slope of land meant that all alternatives meant either bulk and scale had a negative effect – large mature trees would have to be 

removed, garages would dominate the landscape, access to usable green space would not be achievable, overshadowing effects 
would be increased leaving neighbours worse off and views to Mount Canobolas would be affected. 

- Due to existing layout, any addition would not allow for northern living orientation without going up another story with 
additional bedrooms. 

- Extension directly behind the existing dwelling would require tree removal and mean western facing living spaces. 
- Incorporation of any enclosed garage whilst keeping the existing dwelling would mean a clash of ‘styles’ visible from the street 

frontage.  
- Advice was sought from contractors as to the additional scope of work that would be required to underpin the house to allow 

excavation against it. 
 

 
Figure 1 (above) Addition to Retain Existing Tree 

    

Figure 2 (above) Addition Behind Existing 
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The above information leads to a common-sense outcome that the only viable option whereby the amenity is improved for all 
stakeholders is the logical replacement of a fine example of modern design that sits politely and neatly into the HCA that incorporates 
styles from all periods. 

 
 
 
Infill Design Criteria 
The proposed replacement of the existing dwelling has been designed in line with the infill design criteria to minimise impacts and 
provide a positive, sympathetic contribution to the Bletchington HCA & Benview Streetscape. The design has endeavoured to 
incorporate sensitive approaches in the following ways: 
 

1. Character 
Analysis through site visits and heritage advisor reports prepared by OCC have been used in the evaluation of the Bletchington HCA 
context, to identify the important elements of the overall heritage character. The character of a place is shaped by many contributing 
factors listed below that have formed the basis for the design of the proposed dwelling: 
 • The underlying natural landform: The existing slope of Benview has been utilised to incorporate garages into the façade whilst 
maintaining a single-storey expression. 
• Distinctive landscape elements; The proposed layout revolves around keeping the existing mature tree to the north. The natural 
slope of the site is retained, and the proposal works with the slope down to the street through landscape terracing which is existing. 
• The date and style of the buildings; Bletchington HCA and Benview Ave incorporate many fine examples of styles ranging from 
federation, inter-war, post-war and modern dwellings. This patchwork of high quality and varied dwellings has informed an approach 
that seeks to contribute to this patchwork of architectural styles, whilst taking cues from the existing dwelling and its context. 
• The scale and form of the buildings; The proposal respects and is considered to be of the same scale along the Benview streetscape. 
• Street and subdivision patterns; Street edges and the grain of Benview has been taken into account.  
• Setbacks of the buildings; The proposal increases front and side setbacks to the advantage of adjacent dwellings and in harmony with 
the streetscape. 
• Views, vistas and skylines; The proposed layout of the plan prioritises access to northern daylight for living areas. Connection of 
views back to Mt Canobolas, and increased setbacks improve access to vistas to the southwest for adjacent properties. Southern terraces 
allow recreation space and connection to the street frontage and encourage a sense of community through visual connection and 
increased green space buffers. Skylines are not impacted by increased setbacks and similar bulk and scale to the existing. 
 

2. Scale;  
The proposed dwelling recognises the predominant scale (height, bulk, density, grain) of the Benview streetscape setting and responds 
sympathetically. The slope of the landscape running east-west means many of the houses are formed with an understory. The impact of 
the proposed dwelling is mitigated by maintaining existing floor levels and scale of rooflines congruent with the slope. Benview Ave has a 
distinctive grain and rhythm along the streetscape that has been incorporated by incorporating side terraces and setbacks that align with 
adjacent dwellings. 
 

3. Form;  
The overall form and shape of the proposed dwelling is sympathetic with the predominant form of its neighbours. There is a distinct 
form of gabled roofs and in-out frontages that has informed the design to avoid any stark or discordant afront to the appreciation of form 
from the streetscape. The proposed dwelling responds to and reinforces the existing ridge lines, roof slopes and parapet lines. 
 

4. Siting;  
The streetscape qualities have been reinforced and curtilage and front and site setbacks increased to align with the streetscape. The 
complementary treatment of the street frontage and fences maintain its relationships of adjacent properties. 
 

5. Materials and colour; and  
The Bletchington HCA and Benview Ave have a varied assortment of architectural styles that make up the heritage patchwork context of 
the site. Analysis of adjacent properties and context has identified weatherboard and brickwork textures that have been incorporated into 
the proposed design. Chosen materials are of natural composition and sympathetic nature to fit into its context. The proposed materials 
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do not seek to copy but the proportions and details are harmonious within the surrounding historic context. The materials of adjacent 
properties and the existing dwelling have informed the proposed palette. These materials include textured blockwork, natural timber 
cladding and corrugated roof materials. Roof material colour has been informed by the terracotta-coloured roof tiles of the area. 
 

6. Detailing 
The relatively simple nature of the post-war style the proposal has sought to replace has formed the basis point for the detailing. The 
subtle curves of the existing front terrace canopy have been used for inspiration and incorporated into the frontage of the proposed form 
as well as the garden beds and side boundary walls. The horizontal garden bed has taken cues front the existing garden terracing as well as 
functioning as an architectural element to visually set back the garage and reinforce a sympathetic scale. These common details within the 
area help to maintain the neighbourly resemblance and contribute to its special character.  
 
Summary 
This SOHI has considered through in-depth analysis of the existing dwelling, its character, its condition and its heritage context all viable 
options and approaches that would provide the best possible outcome for adjacent properties, clients and the community heritage.  
 
It is argued that the impact of removal of the existing dwelling and replacement with a high-quality design is the best outcome and we 
would encourage & recommend that OCC support the proposal to positively contribute to the Bletchington Heritage Conservation 
Area. 
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Appendix 

 
Plumbers Condition Report 
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